SD-WAN as a Service
Reduce Bandwidth Cost by up to 90% Through SD-WAN

MPLS too expensive for your expanding bandwidth needs? Reluctant to transition to a broadband WAN overnight? MNJ can effectively improve or replace your district’s MPLS network with its SD-WAN as a Service offering. SD-WAN enables more bandwidth at reduced costs.

Districts large and small can begin transitioning toward a hybrid WAN. As MPLS upgrades constrain budgets, districts can now explore viable low-cost broadband Internet services as alternatives to connect to Cloud applications. This provides an opportunity to downsize MPLS bandwidth budget while maintaining an MPLS-like experience over broadband.

**ENHANCED ACCESS TO THE POWER OF THE CLOUD**
MNJ’s SD-WAN as a Service solution has the depth to allow your district’s users to access remote sites and in-house applications by adding a layer of cutting edge intelligence to your WAN. Adhere to your users ever increasing demands with MNJ’s SD-WAN as a Service.

**INCREASED FINANCIAL FLEXIBILITY AND REDUCTION OF OPERATING EXPENDITURES**
MNJ eliminates the financial stress of a large capital expenditure to accomplish your SD-WAN objective. Operating expenses become more consistent and better reflect the requirements of the district, delivering a quicker return on investment and enabling districts to consume only what they need, while allowing for scale. Watch as productivity improves and costs decrease by optimizing broadband solutions to improve performance.

Contact your MNJ Account Manager to learn more about what MNJ can do for your business.